BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Chair: James B. Flanegan
Graduate Coordinator: Andrew Berglund

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Department faculty mentor M.S. and Ph.D. students in the College of Medicine interdisciplinary program (IDP) in medical sciences. Students interested in pursuing a doctoral degree can view specific features of the biochemistry and molecular biology concentration at http://biochem.med.ufl.edu/ and http://idp.med.ufl.edu. For admission information, visit the IDP website. Department faculty also mentor Ph.D. students in other college programs and participate actively in the research and teaching functions of various centers such as the Center for Epigenetics and the Center for Structural Biology.

The Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Department also offers a combined BS/MS program that allows students to earn both a Bachelor's and Master's degree at an accelerated pace by counting 12 credit hours of approved courses towards both degrees. Students who are Interdisciplinary Science majors with a focus in Biochemistry or majoring in a related field and doing research with a faculty member in the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology are eligible to apply. This program is considered to be a 4 + 1 program because students may finish both degrees within 5 years. To be considered with this program, students need to work with the department at the beginning of their junior year or earlier to identify courses that can count towards both degrees.

Majors
- Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (http://catalog.ufl.edu/graduate/colleges-departments/medicine/biochemistry-molecular-biology/)

Faculty

Professor
- Agbandje-Mckenna, Mavis
- Bloom, Linda B.
- Bungert, Jorg
- Cain, Brian Dale
- Denslow, Nancy D.
- Flanegan, James B.
- Frost, Susan Cooke
- Huang, Suming
- Kilberg, Michael S.
- Kladde, Michael P.
- Long, Joanna R.
- Mareci, Thomas H.
- Mckenna, Robert
- Nick, Harry S.
- Purich, Daniel L.
- Stacpoole, Peter W.

Associate Professor
- Brown, Kevin D.
- Bubb, Michael Raymond
- Lu, Jianrong J.
- Merritt, Matthew E.

Assistant Professor
- Caglayan, Melike
- Xie, Mingyi

Research Associate Professor
- Koroly, Mary J.

Clinical Professor
- Schultz, Gregory Scott

Affiliated Faculty
- Cousins, Robert J.
- Feldherr, Carl M.
- Gumz, Michelle L.
- Licht, Jonathan D.
- Schultz, Gregory Scott
- Southwick, Frederick Seacrest

Eminent Scholar
- Feldherr, Carl M.

Professor
- Woodward, J. Scott

Associate Professor
- Purich, Daniel L.